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Abstract
Shadow has always been an obstacle for intelligent transportation 
system, detection and removal for self and cast -shadows is a 
challenging task. In order to achieve this goal, edge pixels are 
computed by using Harris edge detection algorithm followed by 
background elimination by comparing two edge frames. After 
getting a foreground image, a fuzzy based novel algorithm is 
applied to remove the shadowing area of an image where fuzzy 
rules are used to decide the image columns that are part of the 
foreground objects or shadows. Experimental results show, this 
method is good for detecting the edges and also shows good 
results for cast-shadow removal without harming the self-shadow 
of object.
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I. Introduction
Transportation is an interesting area of research that has gained 
importance in recent years. Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
is impossible to use without surveillance. Intelligence requires 
information, and information requires data, which is generated 
by surveillance devices. In traffic surveillance system, there are 
always moving objects with shadow. Shadow with object may 
lead a system unreliable.
Shadow occurs when objects occlude light from light source. 
Shadows provide rich information about the object shapes 
as well as light orientations. Also, shadow of an object may 
cause embarrassments. Sometimes system cannot recognize the 
original image of a particular object. Shadow in image reduces 
the reliability of many computer vision algorithms. Shadow often 
degrades the visual quality of images. Shadow removal in an image 
is an important pre-processing step for computer vision algorithm 
designed for image enhancement. Shadow is categorized as self- 
shadow and cast-shadow.

Fig. 1: Object with Cast and Self- Shadows

Distinction between these types of shadows is important for 
successful object recognition. Shadow detection helps detect 
the shadowing part of an object and shadow removal aims to 
remove cast shadow from object. Removal of cast-shadow must 
preserve their self-shadow. Both cast and self-shadow has different 
brightness values.The brightness of all the shadows in an image 
depends on the reflectivity of the object upon which they are 
cast as well as the illumination from secondary light sources. 
Self-shadow usually have a higher brightness than cast shadows 
since they receive more secondary lighting from surrounding 
illuminated objects. Application areas of camera surveillance are 
various public areas like entrance to building, airports, stations, 
Close Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras, traffic monitoring, 
building and gates, investigation, highways, medical images 
etc. Shadow detection and removal are important task for such 
surveillance system.Shadow degrades the visual quality of the 
images. Shadows may be an error in the detection and classification 
of vehicles. Due to presence of shadow in image leads a system 
unreliable. In traffic surveillance system, system must able to 
track the flow of traffic in surveillance system. Hence, presence 
of shadow becomes a major drawback of a surveillance system. In 
a highway scenario, appropriate distinction of object with shadow 
must be necessary otherwise system will misclassified by both 
two shadows. Misclassification of object with shadow will be 
causes a system unreliable, to identifying a self-shadow i.e. object 
itself is a critical task. In this paper, we aim to propose a novel 
algorithm/technique that detects cast shadows from grey scale 
digital images. By removing those shadows to provide enhanced 
object locations and provide better accuracy as compare to the 
existing algorithms. The work revolves around images taken for 
the purpose of traffic surveillance. Whereas, images are taken from 
highway scene and position of camera will be taken as stationary, 
i.e. objects like cars are moving and background of scene must 
be still. For analysis various frames are extracted from videos of 
highway scenes. Harris algorithm is used here to achieve the good 
results. In a first step, taking a video with still camera for moving 
object, such as cars buses etc. Second step is extracting the frames 
from video. Third step includes, applying Harris algorithm to 
detect the edges for a complete object because results of Harris 
for edge detection are better than Susan edge detection algorithm. 
In last step, shadow is removed by introducing a novel fuzzy 
based algorithm/technique .The coding for the presented shadow 
detection and removal frames has been done using MATLAB 
7.6.0.324(R2008a).

II. Related Work
In previous years there has been a fair amount of research done 
on shadow detection and removal for various images like, Susan 
algorithm [6], used to detect moving shadow, lane boundaries 
detection algorithm [20], based on gradient distribution features, 
on the basis of color property moving cast shadow is detected 
and removed [18], applicable for both human and vehicles 
images, for intelligent transportation moving shadow is detected 
via texture feature and perceptual grouping [17]. This approach 
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improves moving shadow detection. A comparison of Susan and 
Harris corner detection algorithm [9] proves Harris superior [21]. 
Shadow detection for indoor outdoor scène [8] based on adaboost 
classifiers in a co-training framework. Shadow removal for traffic 
Images [7, 13], where shadow is detected and removed for traffic 
images, presence of shadow in images is analyzed by illumination 
assessment method. An approach for Human detection with 
Shadow removal for real time video surveillance [4]. For Highway 
Scenarios moving cast shadow removal [12]. Shadow detection 
and removal for vehicle detection [1-2]. Cast shadow detection and 
removal [11, 16], in real time ensssvironment. Shadow detection 
for moving humans [10], based on structure of object. Shadow 
removal in gray scale images [5], based on entropy minimization 
method for finding the invariant direction. Fuzzy based approaches 
for moving object detection [3, 19], Fuzzy information system 
based on image segmentation by using shadow detection [14]. 
Shadow is eliminated on the basis of shadow position and edges 
attributes [15].

III. Proposed Work With Experimental Results
This paper proposes an algorithm that detects cast shadows and 
removes those shadows from grayscale digital images by enhancing 
existing algorithms. The images are taken for the purpose of traffic 
surveillance. Only grayscale images are taken for analysis.

Fig. 2: Flow Chart

A. Frame Extraction
Manually Extracting frames from video of traffic in highway 
scenario, where background of image has been stationary and 
objects (cars, bus, truck etc.) moving. Position of camera should 
be still. Such frames are extracted named as frame1 and frame2 
for analysis and given below:

Frame 1

Frame 2
Fig. 3: Original Images Extracted from Highway Scene with Still 
Camera

B. Harris Edge Detection 
Apply Harris edge detection technique to get two output frames. 
These frames will have non- edge pixels removed.

1. Harris Edge Detection Algorithm
Step 1- Input GrayScale images, σ =0.1, threshold η=168
Step 2- Convolution with respect to x and y is calculated
Step 3- Gaussian filter g is applied
Step 4- For each pixel (x,y) in image calculate convolution 
Step 5- Calculating value of λ1 with respect to x-axis and λ2 with 
respect to y-axis
Step 6- Difference of λ1 and λ2 is calculated and setting up 
threshold value.

 
2 2

1 ( , ) ( , ) 4 ( , ) ( , ) 4 ( , ) ( , );x y xy xyapb i j apb i j I i j I i j I i j I i jl = + − × × + × ×

 
2 2

2 ( , ) ( , ) 4 ( , ) ( , ) 4 ( , ) ( , );x y xy xyapb i j apb i j I i j I i j I i j I i jl = − − × × + × ×

Step7- Diff = abs (lambda1-lambda2)
 If Diff > η  then
Step 8- Output as “Edge Pixel”
Step 9- Exit

Frame 3
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Frame 4
Fig. 4: Edge Detected

In fig. 4, frame 3 and frame 4 shows, for moving objects edges 
are efficiently detected by Harris algorithm.

C. Foreground Image Extraction by Compare Two Output 
Frames
Moving objects will have varying location in frames where as 
background will be stationary. In moving object shadow moves 
with object, orientation of object remained same but shape of 
shadow changes with moving object. This step eliminates the 
background from moving object after removing background 
foreground image is extracted.

Frame 5
Fig. 5: Foreground Image

In Fig. 5, Frame 5, shows the result obtained after background 
subtraction. 

D. Fuzzy Based Novel Technique
Concept of Fuzzy logic is used into cast-shadow removal algorithm 
that helps to improve the efficiency of an algorithm and will help 
non crispy decisions. 

1. Fuzzy Based Shadow Removal Algorithm
Step 1- Input image I with suspected foreground area of frames
Step 2- initialize, m, n, si=60,sj=70, maxpix=0, maxloc i=0, 
maxloc j=0;
Step 3- if countpix>maxpix;
 Maxpix=countpix;
 Maxloc i=i;
 Maxloc j=j;
Step 4- initializing M,L; 
Step 5- Read a fuzzy fis file
 For j=maxlocj+1:maxlocj+sj-1;
 Colstrength=0;
 For i=maxloci+1:maxloci+si-1;
 If (I (i,j) )
 Colstrength=colstrength+1;
Step 6- store the values of colstrength in array
Step 7- Evaluate fis system results

 If (reslt>= 0.5) 
 L( 1,i-maxloci)=1;
Step 8- Compute fuzzy fis system for strength of L
Step 9- store input in array and evaluate the results
 If(reslt<=0.3)
 I(maxloci:maxloci+si,j+maxlocj-1)=255;
Step 10- output image “without cast-shadow” 
Step 11- Exit.

To remove cast-shadow, fuzzy rules are made on the basis of their 
column strength and suspected foreground column L. 

  
Fig. 6: Fuzzy Input Membership Function

Fig. 6, shows the membership function used while making the 
rules for shadow removal technique. Fig. 7 input are taken such 
as, extreme low, very low, low ,medium, high, very high,extremly 
high. For two values of shadowing part pixels and foreground 
pixels. Trimf membership function is used as with such input 
values.

 
Fig. 7: Fuzzy Output Membership Function
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Fig. 8: Seven Fuzzy Rules

Fig. 8, fuzzy rules are made on the basis of column strength that 
results the removal of shadowing pixels and preserving the non-
shadowing pixels.

Fig. 9: Fuzzy Output

Frame 6: Shadow Removal on the Basis of Fforeground Pixels/
Shadow Pixels

Frame 7: Cast Shadow Removal Using Novel
Fuzzy Technique
Fig. 10: Shadow Rremoval

Frame 6, shows cast-shadow removal, where Harris algorithm 
is used to detect edges and shadow is removed on the basis of 
column strength and suspected foreground column and frame7 
shows the result of cast-shadow removal using fuzzy rules. Both 
of two images shows novel fuzzy based shadow removal is more 
accurate than simple shadow removal technique.

IV. Conclusion
This thesis works around the traffic images for the use of 
surveillance system where grey scale images for analysis are 
taken from video of highway traffic scenario, still camera is initial 
requirement. MATLAB 7.6.0.324(R2008a) tool is used for this 
study. Frames are extracted from video and edges are detected 
by applying Harris edge detection algorithm, Harris algorithm 
detects edges of object with their shadow. Extract the foreground 
image by comparing two frames where background of both two 
frames remains stationary. Now shadow removal is done by using 
fuzzy based novel technique. This whole work achieves good 
edge detection effect and good cast-shadow removal effects where 
self-shadow is preserved.
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